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“puff!”

Levi suddenly vomited blood!

Joker the Great’s playing cards are a weapon that can’t be guarded against!

The witch’s hell flame is any flame that can burn!

Together, these two are simply invincible!

The magic flame on the little witch’s hands penetrated directly into Levi’s body,
burning his internal organs frantically.

Burn him from the inside out!

“what!!!!”

Levi roared.

That’s heartbreaking!

It is comparable to the pain that Lord gave him to reshape his martial art and
transform his body!

“Hahaha…”

The hell witch and the clown emperor all showed crazy smiles.

As long as the flames of hell enter Levi’s body, he will have no way to survive.



It will burn clean from the inside out!

Everyone knew that Levi was going away!

The eighteen dark angels who escaped did not go far, they watched from a
distance.

Seeing that Levi was over, everyone’s faces showed regret.

If Levi had promised them in the first place, this wouldn’t happen now.

Now he won’t run away anyway.

“Shall we save him?”

Someone asked.

“No! The Dark God said, don’t save him! This is an order! Everyone stays still!”

Underworld gods.

They all understand.

This wave of Levi was completely exposed to the laboratories of the gods and
was of no value to the Bible organization.

There is no need to quarrel with the Gods Lab in order to save Levi.

Everyone else knows what happened here.

After all, after Levi killed Richard, there was too much noise.

The news that he was in the East Island waters has now spread.

Although you don’t know who killed Richard?



But all want to know.

So many people’s eyes are gathered here!

Especially the Common Killing God of God of War Industry and Wesley.

When Richard was killed, the news came out.

Alton immediately called out: “The boss is here! As expected, the boss made a
big move!”

…

Afterwards, they have been paying attention to Levi’s movements.

After knowing that Levi was blocked here, Wesley and the others were very
anxious.

There is no way.

They did not dare to go without Levi’s order.

It’s useless even if it comes.

It couldn’t help Levi at all, it would cause chaos instead.

They watched outside.

When they learned that Demon Flame was about to die in Levi’s presence, they
were all scared to death.

“No! We have to save the boss anyway! Even if we die!”

Wesley, Alton, they ignored Common Killing God’s obstruction, and they wanted
to go if they said anything.



They would rather die than die with Levi.

Other parties also reacted differently.

Logan Chengmin, the Sanxing Group of Star Country, suddenly brought people
to the waters of the East Island.

These people are the boys and girls who Sanxing Group is known as the devil.

The Great Summer Policy House also has actions.

“Do you want to support?”

Many people are discussing this issue.

Although they don’t know who this person is, he killed Richard after all!

“support!!!”

Soon such an order came out from Tiance Mansion!

Several great gods will personally dispatch to the East Island waters.

This is the first time Tianji Pavilion has intervened in the affairs of Tiance
Mansion!

It really is the first time ever!

Although the Tianji Pavilion was in Tiance Mansion, the two sides did not
interfere with each other.

And only when Tiance Mansion turned to Tianji Pavilion for help.

However, Tianji Pavilion has never actively intervened in the affairs of Tiance
Mansion, something that has never happened before.



This time it turned out that the boss of Tianji Pavilion took the initiative to order
several great gods to rescue!

After the news spread, the Tiance Mansion was shaken?

What’s going on here?

First, the female ancestors played!

Now even Tianji Pavilion intervened in affairs and issued orders.

A situation that has never happened before!!!

…

“what!!!”

Hell fireworks burn Levi.

Everyone looked at this scene cruelly…
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“Offend the laboratory of the gods, no matter where you are sacred, you will die!”

Lucifer sneered.

The Great Clown and the other one who jumped out of the sea all smiled.

In their opinion, Levi would definitely be burned to death by the witch’s flames.

Even God cannot save him today.

They also knew that someone was coming to rescue him, but it was too late.

There is no chance at all.



Indeed, many people came to save Levi.

Even the evil god Huoyun came.

But it’s too late!

No one has time to save him!

There is also a chance for the eighteen dark angels around…

…

Seeing Levi in pain, the Hell Witch let out an evil laugh.

But after a long time, the hell witch’s smile disappeared.

His complexion almost froze.

All right? ? ?

impossible!

Even the scum that had been burned long ago was left in the body by the flames
of her hell.

To be exaggerated, even the soul was burned.

But why is Levi okay? ? ?

There are no cracks in the body!

This is impossible!

Her hell flames can burn through any physique, and even the pure energy body
can be burned out.



In the end, Levi had nothing to do.

Not only is there nothing on the outside, but also on the inside.

It’s just pain!

It hurts nothing!

Seeing the expression of the witch, Lucifer and the Great Clown also changed
color one by one.

What’s the situation?

Is it useless for him?

“what!!!”

Levi’s roar was even more terrifying, his voice seemed to tear the sky.

He was suffering to the extreme.

“boom!”

Levi exploded with unrivaled aura and shook the witch of hell out!

Levi is more vigorous than before!

Like the phoenix nirvana.

There is an aura of destruction in him!

Absorbed!

He has completely absorbed the flames of hell!

This is something no one expected!



Not only did the hell demon flame not hurt him, it was absorbed by him!

It was obvious that Levi’s breath was more terrifying and stronger than before.

This is what Levi didn’t expect!

I thought he was going to die.

Because that kind of pain is the feeling of death!

He felt that his body was about to be burned and melted…

But he didn’t expect that his physique was so terrifying that he would completely
absorb these hell flames.

These hell flames seem to have tempered his muscles and veins.

Take his physique to the next level!

Levi is a person with super willpower, of course, he has to be given such an
amazing physique because of his Lord’s gift.

“Ha ha!”

Levi looked at everyone with a sneer.

The hell witch was dumbfounded.

She claims that the flame that can burn everything is useless to Levi? ? ?

The hell witch was not reconciled, she continued to use flames to burn Levi!

But the flames of hell became more and more useless to Levi.

At first Levi would absorb it painfully, and gradually Levi would absorb it naturally.



This flame completely had no effect on Levi.

The hell witch was also slapped and flew out by him.

But Levi’s danger was still there.

The flame of the witch is not good, but Lucifer and the Great Clown are all there.

Levi’s danger has not been eliminated!

“boom!!!”

Another guy known as the sea monster.

Step on your feet.

The sea not far away was still tumbling, and vortexes appeared.

It seems to control the topography of this land.

He controlled the sea to suppress this area and exert influence.

Levi immediately felt that his power was restricted!

The same as the magnetic field device.

At the same time, the weird tattoo on Lucifer’s body began to flicker, showing a
state of congestion.

“laugh!!!”

The ultimate power is presented in an overbearing manner.

The speed is extremely fast and the angle is weird.

“boom!”



There was a muffled sound.

Levi’s body seemed to be shot with afterimages!

Blood spilled from the corner of his mouth.

Lucifer is too strong!

As long as the bloodshot of the weird tattoo on his body is full of blood, it will
bring him the ultimate strength.

“It’s me!”

The clown emperor is also going to make a move.
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After Levi was restricted by the sea monster using the sea to control the terrain,
Lucifer shot him and injured him.

Now even the clown emperor has shot.

This is unimaginable in the Lab of the Gods!

I never expected these three, no, to be precise, these four would shoot together.

Things never happened before!

Although one-to-one, it can be suppressed.



But the pulling time is too long now.

They all wanted a quick fight, so the three teamed up together.

“boom!”

The clown emperor activated and made a movement to break through the sound
barrier.

He appeared behind the backward Levi and hit him with a punch.

“puff!!!”

Levi vomited blood and was beaten out.

He finally realized how strong the Lab of the Gods was.

What is it like one level higher than Richard.

But he will not fall!

Levi abruptly stabilized his figure, and without waiting for the three of them to
react, immediately attacked Xiang Hai Mo.

Despite being suppressed, Levi still struggling to punch.

“Snapped!”

This punch implied multiple strengths and exploded in the sea monster’s body.

The sea monster was affected and could no longer control the sea to suppress
Levi.

At this moment, Levi was just as liberated.

“Flap!”



He pointed his two fingers on the clown emperor and Lucifer who attacked from
the left and right.

This is a fingering modified from the technique of taboo.

It is also the key to Levi getting rid of the pure energy body!

All power is based on a little burst.

For a time, the clown emperor and Lucifer quickly resolved…

This seems to threaten them.

hateful!

It was at this moment that Levi killed the witch of hell who had no threat to him.

The hell witch panicked.

He hastily manipulated the flames of hell to block Levi.

It’s useless.

Levi hit her with a punch!

“puff!”

The hell witch flew out, although she was not dead, but her body was seriously
damaged.

Everyone’s face changed.

It was hurt!

how can that be?



How could he hurt God alone?

Why is it called the Lab of the Gods?

Because inside are the gods!

Of course this is a title, they claim to be gods!

It’s just a human being.

However, they are relatively powerful, and they feel that they can control
everything and surpass mortals, so they are called the laboratory of the gods.

A Hell Witch of this level has never been injured.

So now that the Hell Witch was injured, everyone showed an incredible look.

I feel that people like Levi are not qualified to hurt her at all, and they are not
worthy at all.

This is beating the face of the Gods Lab fiercely!

Can’t bear it!!!

“kill him!”

They were all forced to such embarrassment by Levi, Lucifer and the Great
Clown were going crazy.

Never give Levi any chance.

More tattoos on Lucifer’s body are beginning to be bloodshot and shiny, and the
aura on his body is getting stronger and more terrifying.

The clown emperor throws out a clown playing card, turning it into an
indestructible weapon to kill Levi.



As for the sea monster, he actually manipulated the sea water, turning the weight
of the sea water into his own power and hitting Levi!

The sea is endless, and his power is getting more and more terrifying!

…

“puff!”

After the three teamed up, Levi was obviously struggling.

There was blood in the mouth, in the nose, and in the eyes.

These three people are one level higher than him!

He felt that he was completely suppressed!

Death is officially close to him.

“puff!”

…

It is better than him that under the combination of the three, he is losing steadily.

It’s going to die soon.

Levi used all the innovative tricks of taboo, but it was not taboo after all, and his
research time was relatively short.

These are okay to deal with pure energy bodies, but they can be dealt with one
level higher, obviously not.

All used.

Still not working!



No way!

I can’t die!

“The Art of Taboo!!!”

“Lord, I’m sorry! I have to use it!”
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At this time, Levi had no scruples.

Just think about one thing-live!

The real taboo technique is about to be used!

“boom!!!”

Suddenly the aura on Levi’s body changed.

Black textures appeared on his face unexpectedly, strange and terrifying.

His whole person is like Shura reborn from hell.

Came with a breath of silence.

This forbidden technique is called the forbidden technique of killing!

An access control technique used by the Lord to kill!

Once activated, the combat power will come to a whole new level!

Will cause a devastating massacre!

This taboo technique is mainly to kill!



Kill anyone!

No creature can escape!

Although it can be invincible to use, it is easy to sink, and it is easy to be
enchanted.

Thus causing bloodthirsty and bloodthirsty!

If the mind is not well controlled, it can easily become a killing machine.

This is another reason why Lord Levi did not allow him to easily use taboo
techniques.

Because of poor control, it is easy to be controlled by taboo techniques and
become a demon.

After Levi used it now, the aura on his body was even more terrifying and
terrifying than the evil auras of Lucifer and the Hell Witch.

This made Lucifer and the three people feel an inexplicable pressure!

This shocked them!

Obviously, the people in front of them are obviously not on the same level as
them, but they are threatening!

After the killing forbidden technique was activated, Levi’s eyes were scarlet, as if
it were no longer him.

It’s a killing machine!!!

“kill!”

He made a low voice and charged with a devastating murderous intent.



But he still retained a trace of sanity.

Not to kill everyone in front of you, but to find a direction to kill.

Therefore, Levi directly attacked the weakest defensive side.

They didn’t go directly to Lucifer.

“No, he wants to run away!”

The three immediately pursued.

Seeing Levi rushing over, the Lords of the Gods Lab began to stop him.

“laugh!”

“puff!”

“boom!”

…

Levi, who uses taboo techniques, becomes a killing machine.

In the most brutal and primitive way, torn apart one enemy after another!

This taboo technique doesn’t have any complicated tricks at all, it’s the most
primitive at all.

Either tore, or fists to smash, or peel off the skin and tendons…

Just go up and kill the opposite directly.

The terrible aspect of the prohibition of killing is like this-it does everything in
order to kill.



Even drink blood and eat meat!

Completely release your murderousness!

More terrible than primitive beasts!

…

Levi instantly transformed into a murderer, ignoring anyone!

None of the Lords who blocked Levi ended up well.

Fragmented, falling apart, stumps and broken arms are everywhere…

The thick bones, the red blood, the screams…

All of them impacted the hearts of the Lords of the Gods Lab.

Shocked!

It was shocking!

Scared!

Faced with such a murderer, who is not afraid?

Return…

The Lords of the laboratory of the gods who blocked this position were beaten to
retreat!

They fled one after another, and didn’t dare to stop Levi from coming.

shame!

It is a shame for the Lab of the Gods!



Will they be beaten to this level?

What a shame!!!

The three of Lucifer quickly blocked Levi’s way!

There are more tattoos on his body, one piece of blood red, for the terrible evil
power.

The clown emperor also showed an extreme state, which was so dangerous that
it was frightening.

The sea monsters are still absorbing the weight of the seawater, and they will kill
with one blow.

We must not let today become a shame to the Lab of the Gods!!!

This is still a person!

If you let him run away!

The Lab of the Gods will be nailed to the pillar of shame!

The three strongest teamed up!!!

“kill!”

Levi used the most primitive way to activate the killing forbidden technique!

Punch!!!

The fastest speed, the most extreme strength, the most terrifying killing intent!
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“boom!”

The two sides meet!

There was a dull sound, and a buzzing trembling sound came from the sky.

The earth began to stir, the whole island was torn apart and completely
collapsed.

“puff!”

“puff!”

“puff!”

…

All three of Lucifer vomited blood and flew out!

As for Levi’s body was also thrown high, he suffered more serious injuries.

Although he used the taboo technique, his current level and realm were not yet in
full control, and he could not exert the true power of the taboo technique.

Forcibly urged, it is very likely to be controlled by the taboo technique and
become a killing machine, bloodthirsty demon.

It was already the limit to be able to fly all the three powerhouses one level
higher than him.



miracle!!!

Others may not understand the Lucifer trio.

But everyone in the Lab of the Gods knows what level these three are!

The three of them teamed up to a tie with Levi!

How strong is Levi?

I used to think that he was just an opponent who could deal with Richard, and he
didn’t need a shot at the level of Logan Lucifer at all.

Everyone also disdains.

Think it’s too shameful to deal with him.

But now the three teamed up to make a tie with him!

The Lab of the Gods is going crazy!

…

Levi, who was beaten out, was seriously injured, but he sighed into the sea and
fled immediately.

Don’t give them any chance.

“Chasing! Can’t let him run away!”

“You are the king in the sea of   the sea monster! You come after him!”

The three of Lucifer were about to catch up immediately.

But at this time, the eighteen dark angels blocked their way.



“Go back, don’t chase!”

This is the order given by the Dark God to them after Levi started the killing
technique and gained a glimmer of life just now-he can properly help Levi to
block the laboratory of the gods!

Now the Lab of the Gods knew that they had intervened.

So they can just stop it.

“you guys!!!”

The faces of the three Lucifer changed drastically.

They know the eighteenth dark angels, and they are very strong.

If you start, it will be impossible to solve it for a while.

As for Levi, he ran far away.

After a stalemate between the two sides for a period of time, Lucifer reluctantly
ordered: “Withdraw!”

“But today our hatred is settled! Sooner or later, the Bible organization will be
destroyed and disappear!”

Lucifer watched them and warned.

“Come on! Who is afraid of whom?”

The eighteen dark angels laughed.

After receiving the order, the army of the Gods Laboratory disappeared in a short
period of time.

The eighteen dark angels also evacuated.



When all the forces arrived, there were only sinking islands and devastated
scenes.

Nothing else.

“Has the boss survived?”

Wesley and the others were surprised and delighted.

After the arrival of the great gods of Tiance Mansion, all parties were shocked.

No one thought they would come.

Because Tiance Mansion has never left Morendam to perform the mission.

They will only appear when the summer is in danger.

They were relieved by the news that whoever was alive.

…

As for Logan Chengmin successfully converged with the injured Levi.

Levi knew that the Lab of the Gods would not let him go, and would look for him.

The best way now is to hide in Sanxing Group.

…

Soon the parties dispersed.

After all, there is no one left.

But not long after they left, groups of mysterious characters appeared.

Ancient races and forces!



Always looking for the holder of that token!

Just when Levi performed the taboo technique, they noticed the familiar aura.

All came in one brainstorm.

Get together, everyone is dumbfounded.

Both are ancient ethnic forces in the East and the West!

“Appeared!”

“Appeared!”

“It’s a familiar breath! That’s right! For sure!”

…
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These old guys were all excited.

Tears filled my eyes one by one!

Some even knelt down.

I don’t know what I’m worshiping.

They searched for a little half a year and finally found it.

The token also has the familiar aura of killing forbidden technique!

It’s all from that person!

“Are you here too?”



Some of these ancient ethnic forces know each other, and they all greet each
other.

“What? Even you are here? Don’t you sleep in the depths of the Arctic glacier?”

“After receiving news from him, we will look for it immediately!”

“There are you? Isn’t the legend annihilated? Why are you still there?”

“It’s not because of that person that we survived!”

“You guys are here too???”

“You too!”

…

The forces of the ancient races are going crazy.

All came unexpectedly.

But they did not find it strange.

Because of that person’s words, people who come ten times a hundred times will
not be surprised.

“Killing forbidden technique! He has used it before! Kill the Quartet!”

“The mysterious man just used the killing forbidden technique to force a tie with
three strong men beyond his level!”

“Check! Check immediately for me where this mysterious man has gone!”

“Unexpectedly, you still left a descendant! Are you still alive?”

“The old slave wants to see you!”



A big guy knelt on the ground and sighed up to the sky.

…

This was something that no one had expected. After the matter was over, such a
group of people came back unexpectedly.

The major forces, such as the laboratories of the gods and the Bible
organizations, have arranged for people to observe.

But soon all the spies who were observing were discovered and obliterated.

None of them were left.

They miscalculated the strength of this group of people.

It’s not that they can snoop at will.

The forces of these ancient races are too strong, and no news of their coming
here has been spread.

…

It’s not just these ancient races.

There are voices everywhere in the world.

“Appeared! Appeared finally!”

“Forbidden to kill! Oh my god, it’s going to be messed up, this time it’s completely
messed up!”

“Hahaha, excitement! Excitement! His taboo technique has appeared, and the
old guys will be forced out this time!”

…



In the Tianji Pavilion of the Great Summer Policy Mansion.

“Here! It’s coming after all!”

…

Obviously, Levi’s use of the taboo would cause a mess.

But now, more people are looking for Levi.

The Lab of the Gods has suffered too much shame and loss, and will definitely
find him crazy.

Now the ancient tribes are also looking for him.

Too many people are looking for.

Levi is at Logan Chengmin’s residence at the moment.

He was hurt all over.

He had a tie with Lucifer’s three, to be exact, the four Lords. In fact, he was
seriously injured.

“Too strong! Is this the Lab of the Gods?”

Levi sighed.

Never encountered such an opponent.

Existence that can’t be killed with a taboo technique.

Spelling out a way of life, but also hurt like this.

It’s all to blame for the people of the Bible Organization!



If it weren’t for them, what’s the point?

“The Lab of the Gods is unimaginably powerful. The few people you meet are all
ancient mutants! Naturally control some strange powers, don’t awaken or get
superpowers from adventures! The group that really controls the Lab of the Gods
Exist, let alone what kind of existence it is.”

Logan Chengmin not only sighed.

Soon Logan Chengmin received the message: “I just got the most confidential
information from the Sanxing Group, which shows that these four are all ancient
races, innately controlling flames, controlling the sea, and so on.

Now the superpowers who can control the elements in later generations are
actually from their blood, not pure, more or less inherited a little blood to have
superpowers! But these talents are of real blood! “

Levi was surprised: “So scary?”

“The most terrifying thing is…”

“What is it?”


